LKSCOIN

Contact Information
info@lksfoundation.org

Sale Knowledge
sharing social token

KEY
Takeaways

The main goal of LKSCOIN is to
become a mean of payment for
digital content by protecting
their copyright.
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Target a market that actually
matters NOW ($ 153.2b), with
a product that is already active
and have been tested for one year.
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Deliver unrivaled power to
content producers and social
networks, enabling them to
explore and use native blockchain
concepts like NFTs to protect
copyright without having to write
their own smart contracts or create
their own blockchain tech.

LKSCOIN
Sale
Information

Thanks to a proprietary
chain and a pegging system,
LKSCOIN presents a unique
technical design that allows at any
time the transfer of LKSCOIN from
LKS Chain to the Ethereum Chain
without changing the COIN supply.

Key partnerships already confirmed and active. Cam.TV, a
social network with more than
300,000 users who use LKSCOIN
for the exchange of “likes” and as
a mean of payment on the platform. On average, 20,000 LKSCOIN
transactions are made every day.

LKSCHAIN is currently powered by 800+ active nodes
which guarantee its security
and decentralization.

Start Token Sale
March 31, 2020

End Token Sale
May 27, 2020

Ticker / Token Type
LKSCOIN / ERC20

Number of Tokens
for Sale
100,000,000

Cap*
€ 1,000,000

Price
€ 0.01

LKSCOIN is sold by an Italian non-profit foundation whose goal is to promote the knowledge of virtual currencies and blockchain and
their applications to cultural, economic and social projects, with civic, solidarity and socially useful actions.
*The sale has a desired cap of 1M that may eventually be increased. For more details about the LKSCOIN sale, please see the LKS
Chain website: https://www.lkschain.io/

Token
Economy

LKSCOIN Supply

LKSCOIN Distribution

To be mined (47%)
Already mined (53%)

LKS Foundation (70%)
CamTV (20%)
CamTV Users (5%)
Token Sale (5%)

Roadmap

Blockchain DashCoin
Analysis

Creation of the first
Masternodes

Fork Dashcoin with
new features “Private send”
disabled

LKS Foundation signs
an agreement with Cam.TV
for the use of LKSCOIN

Pre-mining
49% of token

The number
of everyday transactions
exceeds 15K

LKS Foundation signs
contract with Hashratelabs
for the exchange
of LKSCOIN/FIAT

Agreements with others
platforms for the use
of the LKS token

Goal of 400
masternodes

Atomic Swap
ERC-20/LKSCOIN

IEO Launch

Goal of 2000
Masternodes

LKSCOIN can be
deposited in the social
networks integrated

Introduction
of Non-Fungible Token
for copyright protection

Team
Federico Olivo

Denis Mocchiutti

Omar Baruzzo

Founder and CEO of Vistra SRL, international leader for support in QHSE (Quality,
Health & Safety, Environment). Speaker at
100+ conferences with the main national
and international reference authority.

A visionary entrepreneur, networker,
and financial expert breathing and living
everything technology. He specialises on
payment solutions and cryptocurrencies.

Full stack developer with impeccable project management skills. His software development skills and experience are being
shaped for more than 15 years already.

Ambramo Piu

Fabio Volk

Bruno Zagato

Web developer and electronics technician by occupation, web and multimedia
enthusiast by degree, blockchain and IoT
aficionado by passion.

Entrepreneur for more than 20 years,
since 2014 devoted to the study of the
use of DLT and cryptocurrencies as a tool
for the recovery and strengthening of
commercial activities.

Web developer with years of experience
on responsive web development, social
media interfaces, e-commerce, booking
websites, blockchain and crypto wallets.

Fabio Blasizza

Marco Minin

Ivan Prez

Senior front-end web developer experienced in informatic technologies.

IT project analyst from the 90’s, with multiple informatic solutions and collaborations with medical and industrial sectors.

Well versed developer and project manager with more than 20 years of experience
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